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Abstract

With growing interest in Procedural Content Generation (PCG) it becomes increasingly important to develop methods and tools for evaluating and comparing alternative systems. There is a particular lack regarding the evaluation of generative pipelines, where a set of generative systems work in series to make iterative changes to an artifact. We introduce a novel method called Generative Shift for evaluating the impact of individual stages in a PCG pipeline by quantifying the impact that a generative process has when it is applied to a pre-existing artifact. We explore this technique by applying it to a very rich dataset of Minecraft game maps produced by a set of alternative settlement generators developed as part of the Generative Design in Minecraft Competition (GDMC), all of which are designed to produce appropriate settlements for a pre-existing map. While this is an early exploration of this technique we find it to be a promising lens to apply to PCG evaluation, and we are optimistic about the potential of Generative Shift to be a domain-agnostic method for evaluating generative pipelines.
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1. Introduction

Procedural content generation refers to the automatic creation of pieces of content, usually called 'artifacts'. Among common artifacts, we find game levels, equipment, or even 3d models. It is used to provide a lot of different assets, at any scale, without requiring to fully author. Academic game research has studied PCG from different perspectives. Recent publications include new techniques of generation [1, 2], different nature of artifacts [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], or even design questions [9]. One area, in particular, is the automated evaluation of generated content [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. However, the commonly used techniques, such as Expressive Range Analysis (ERA) [10], are not well suited for intermediary steps of the generation. They also focus on the entirety of an artifact, even if its sub-components and their interactions are also good indicators of the player’s perception [15]. These techniques also rely on the use of user-defined metrics, usually based on the user’s intuition or previous work. But most metrics don’t align with the perceived quality of generated content [13, 16, 17], nor do they have any guarantees to capture meaningful variation. Furthermore, many metrics are hard to interpret by end-users, such as game designers [12]. The previous issues, combined with the availability of many different metrics also make the selection and visualization of metrics difficult.

1.1. Key Contributions and Overview

In this paper, we make three conceptual contributions to the area of PCG system evaluation, which are as follows:

1. Evaluation of intermediary PCG artifacts and the impact of generative steps - Allowing designers to interrogate the impact of individual steps in a generative process.
2. The application of dimensionality reduction to artifact metrics - Freeing designers from having to narrowly define the metrics that interest them when visualizing generative spaces.
3. ERA of locations within a single generated level, rather than of levels in totality - Allowing for the analysis of 3D environments that more closely aligns with how they are experienced by players, i.e. from a specific location in the game space.

While each of these contributions has potential utility in isolation, they can also be combined into a single technique which we call Generative Shift Analysis (GSA). This technique allows for the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the effect that a generator has on a base artefact in aggregate, while also allowing a user to highlight the most extremely affected individual locations within the generated environment.
2. Related work

2.1. Expressive Range Analysis

Within the field of PCG, a truly qualitative evaluation of artifacts is challenging \[18, 14\]. The range of possibilities of a given generator is quite complex to represent - hence Expressive Range (ERA) analysis is commonly employed. The Expressive Range is bounded by selected metrics, which form its dimensions. All the possible artifacts (or at least large panel of them) are plotted according to the metrics, leading to an analysis of their distribution. The analysis of the Expressive Range of a generator can be useful in order to understand its behavior and how the artifacts are spread among the dimensions. Therefore, the usefulness of an Expressive Range depends mostly on the relevance of the dimensions by which it is defined. Usually, dimensions used are automatically computed metrics applied on the whole artifact. They do not necessarily need to capture something associated with quality, but there is often an underlying assumption that higher values in certain dimensions is preferred. More importantly, the metrics should capture meaningful differences, so artifacts lying in different areas of the expressive range appear different to the relevant players. Metrics of evaluation can also be used by designers to tune the generators and optimize certain aspects of the generated artifacts.

However, ERA still has limitations. Firstly, a computed difference between two artifacts does not necessarily lead to a perceived difference for the player \[14\]. The chosen metrics themselves lack of embodiment, and several experiments have already been conducted to critically examine metrics commonly used and their relevance \[13, 16, 17\]. In most cases, the Expressive Range is defined as a 2D space, mostly for ease of interpretation, but ultimately prevent in depth analysis of the interactions between several metrics \[11\]. As a consequence, picking metrics pairs that impart meaning can be time consuming and adds additional complexity \[19\]. The use of the metrics is also not well defined, and depending of their nature, a "good" artifact might need to maximise a metric or target a specific value depending purpose \[16\]. Another limitation is the reliance on evaluating artifacts independently and as atomic objects, while other results suggest generated artifacts are in reality experienced as composite \[15\]. Some of ERA limitations have been addressed by further study, offering to expand it, through better representations of ER and ease of metrics selection \[11, 19, 20\]. But these techniques have yet to be adopted.

2.2. Dimensionality Reduction

One of the ideas explored in this paper is using a dimensionality reduction (DR) algorithm, principal component analysis (PCA), to compress and combine a set of quantitative metrics. DR algorithms are a family of approaches for compressing high dimensional data into lower dimensional space while maintaining as much of the information present in the original data. They are commonly used for exploratory data analysis as well as a pre-processing step in deep learning implementations. DR algorithms have found use in many different contexts in prior PCG research, most commonly as a visualisation tool. They can be applied directly to the encoded representations of game content, as in the work of Justesen et al. \((21)\) which used PCA to produce visualisations of the distribution of their generated levels. Withington and Tokarchuk applied PCA and other DR algorithms to generated levels to explore whether this could be used as a useful alternative to ERA without the need for metric calculation \[19\]. Chang and Smith applied a different DR algorithm, t-SNE, to images from playthroughs of game levels rather than the encoded levels themselves to visualise reachable play states as part of their Differentia tool \[22\]. They can also be used as a generative step, as in the work of Summerville and Mateas who PCA as an intermediary step in their approach for procedurally generating Zelda levels \((23)\).

While this is the first application of unaugmented DR algorithms to combine sets of metrics that we are aware of, it does bear significant resemblance to another work from Withington and Tokarchuk which used Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to produce compressed representations of sets of metrics for evaluating game levels \[24\]. Our approach of using PCA on its own lacks the sophistication of CNNs but has the advantage of being significantly simpler to calculate and implement.

2.3. GDMC Competition

The GDMC is a yearly competition in which teams submit a settlement generator \[25\] for Minecraft, which is a computer program that can add or remove blocks from a given Minecraft maps without human intervention. All the generated settlements are then sent to the jury. The jury includes experts in various fields, such as AI, Game Design, or urbanism. Each judge scores the settlements in each of the following categories: Adaptability, Functionality, Narrative, and Aesthetic. Adaptability is how well the settlement is suited for its location - how well
it adapts to the terrain, both on a large and small scale. Functionality is about what affordances the settlement provides, both to the Minecraft player and the simulated villagers. It covers various aspects, such as food, production, navigability, security, etc. Narrative reflects how well the settlement itself tells an evocative story about its own history, and who its inhabitants are. Finally, Aesthetic is a rating of the overall look of the settlements. In the competition, the rating of each category is computed for each generator by averaging (mean) across all judge’s scores.

The GDMC has been used as a test bed for PCG evaluation studies [26, 15, 16]. Minecraft is an interesting test subject in that regard. It is mostly known for its open-ended nature and has been compared to LEGO on a computer. Even though the game offers a main objective, it is mostly used as a sandbox game. Many players use the block mechanic to terraform the game world, create structures such as houses, castles, or cities, and play the game according to self-imposed goals and challenges. Since the art style and setting of Minecraft are very generic, the game affords free creation of almost any kind of artifact, with only the player’s imagination setting the limits. Automatic evaluation of all the components of a Minecraft’s map is both challenging and relevant in the larger context of PCG evaluation [15].

2.4. Isovists and Game Spaces

Isovists have been developed with the intent of capturing perception of space [27]. Given a bounded environment, for each point x, its isovist \( V_x \) [27] is the set of all the points visible from x. As a result, we can compute the isovist of every positions in the space. Each isovist is characterized by a range of scalar values such as their size, shape, intervisibility, etc [27, 28, 29, 30] These properties have been shown to have some correlation of how a given environment is experienced and appreciated [31, 32].

Space in general can be analyzed to understand and even predict human and social behavior [33, 34, 35]. Similar analysis have also be made for video games already [36, 37], connecting the 3D space to different layer of experience, such as narrative, gameplay, social interactions, etc.

Hervé and Salge [26] already applied the isovist theory to Minecraft, with results suggesting that they could be used as new way to evaluate PCG artifact. Rather than an holistic approach, isovists allow focus on one specific spot of the map, and extract the experience for that given location. In the rest of this paper, we will be using the data coming from the Hervé and Salge study.

3. Methodology

In this section we explore and explain our process for generating and synthesising isovist information from Minecraft maps, as well as our methods for using this data from pre and post settlement generation to produce useful insights about the properties of the generator. While the method used here is very specific to this domain, we argue that our techniques or at least a subset of them could be useful when analysing almost any content generator within games.

3.1. Data Gathering and Preparation

3.1.1. Map Data Used - GDMC Entries

To evaluate the novel techniques and approaches that we explore and explain in this paper, we apply them to the 2022 entries to the Generative Design in Minecraft competition. This dataset is highly useful for several reasons. Firstly the map data is publicly available (Found at gendesignmc.engineering.nyu.edu/results), meaning it can be used both by us but also by other researchers looking to modify our methods with the same data. The code used to produce them is also publicly available for most generators, meaning we can in future both explore the relationship between the architecture of the generator’s code and its output using this paper’s techniques, as well as exploring the extent to which our findings about individual generators extend to their use on alternative base maps.

One of the most important and unique aspects of this dataset though is the presence of the base maps. As discussed in Section 2.3, the way the GDMC is organised is that entry generators have to be designed to produce settlements on any pre-existing terrain, then a set of actual maps to be used as test beds is decided by the GDMC organisers and used for all entries. Firstly this means that we can directly compare the alternative generators as they all use the same base map to generate on. More excitingly however, it lets us do pre and post generation analysis on the settlements, meaning we can drill into what specifically a given generator changed about the map. As discussed earlier this more closely mirrors the way that PCG systems are implemented in the game industry i.e as a generative pipeline of processes that iterate on a single artefact rather than the one shot generation of complete artefacts.

3.1.2. Isovist Calculation

As discussed in Section 2.4, the concept of an isovist comes from the domain of real world space analysis. The concept was brought over to the domain of game level evaluation in ‘Automated Isovist Computation for Minecraft’ [26], and it is the method from that paper that
we use to produce our base metrics in this work. For a more detailed explanation of how the isovist metrics are calculated please see A, or [26]. Hervé and Salge introduced 13 distinct metrics which can be calculated for a given standable location in a Minecraft map. These are all inspired by the concept of isovists and are intended to capture some aspect of the player’s experience of the space. These isovist metrics can then be calculated for either all or a subset of the standable locations within a specific area of a Minecraft map, giving us a set of locations and the associated isovist metrics for them.

3.1.3. Isovist Metric Compression

To facilitate visual inspection and comparison between isovist sets we wanted to reduce the dimensionality of the 13 metric dataset down to two dimensions, similar to more conventional ERA except rather than each point representing a different artefact instead they represent a location within an artefact. There are several options for producing or selecting a 2D version of the data (See Section 2.1). In this work we compress the assembled set of metrics using PCA. PCA calculates the linear combinations of underlying features which explain the maximal variance in the data, meaning we can take and visualise the two most explanatory components and visualise them in a 2D plot while maintaining a robust amount of variance in the underlying isovist metric data.

Before applying PCA we pre-process the metric data by centering it, removing the mean of each metric and scaling to unit variance. This is standard practice when applying PCA to ensure no underlying variable has an outsized impact due to having a large range of values. In our results we report the actual contributions of each underlying metric to the principal components themselves to explore the extent to which all metrics are actually represented. These principal components were calculated for the assembled set of all generated maps.

3.2. Generator Insight Methods

In this subsection we describe the methods that we use to gather insights about individual maps and map generators, as well as methods highlighting noteworthy isovists within the generated settlements. We aim to describe the technical process for arriving at these insights, as well what useful information we gather from them about the underlying generators.

3.2.1. Principal Component Expressive Range Analysis

The first method we explore for gaining insight into our roster of Minecraft settlement generators is to visualise the derived isovist principal components in a scatterplot, with the position for each location in the settlement or map determined by the top two PC values for the isovist metrics at the location. This is very similar to conventional ERA in the form popularised by Smith and Whitehead [10] except with two distinctions. Firstly, all of the data points are derived from locations within a single map rather than each point representing a complete artefact. Secondly, we are effectively visualising diversity in terms of all 13 of the isovist metrics due to the PCA preprocessing, rather than being limited to a choice of two metrics which traditional ERA is.

As in conventional ERA these plots give us an idea of the relative diversity present in alternative content generators by how widely distributed the isovist data from a map is in this space. It can also give us insight into the extent to which two generators are producing similar output by examining the similarity between distribution shapes in these heatmaps. Heatmap similarity is a strong indicator that the effect two generators are having on a base map is broadly alike, at least in terms of their isovist metric values. While we lose the benefit of conventional ERA of highlighting exactly what combinations of metric values are likely and unlikely to be produced, we argue this is offset by the gain in being able to qualitatively understand diversity in terms of multiple metrics in the form of principal components.

3.2.2. Principal Components as Map Overlays

The second technique we use for gaining insights into the generators is overlaying values derived from applying PCA to the actual Minecraft maps themselves. By taking an overhead view of the map and then colour coding locations within that map based on the principal component values found at that location we can further qualitatively evaluate a generated space, and focus our investigation of it. If a designer wanted a generated space which provided a consistent experience while traversing it as a player, they might look for smoothly changing values in their maps, whereas if they wanted a map with a high amount of notable locations which stood out from their surroundings, then they would hope to see many locations with radically different values to their surroundings. Most importantly however for our use case, they support useful and direct comparison between generated settlements and the base map. Using this approach we can see both the extent to which a generator changed the base map, but also where these changes were located.

In this paper we produce these overlays by first taking an overhead view of the Minecraft map from in game. We then take the values for only the first principal component as this is the one that explains the most variance in the underlying metric data, and then localise these values on the map based on the location of the isovist that produced them. These can then be colour coded on a continuous scale based on their value. This is a direct
evolution of one of the approaches used by Herve and Salge in the paper that introduced the isovist metrics to Minecraft [26], except they looked at the values for individual metrics. Note that because we are viewing the map from vertically above and only taking the highest isovist for each location, we averaged values for every coordinate pair, starting from a vertical threshold corresponding to the common ground level. This means that any influence a generator is having on the map below the top layer of blocks, such as generating cave networks beneath the surface, would likely not be visible.

3.2.3. Calculating Generative Shift

The final and most innovative technique we explore is what we term Generative Shift Analysis (GSA), by which we mean the change in characteristics of a location before and after a stage in a generative pipeline, in our case the generation of a settlement. More specifically we are interested in highlighting both the general trend of the shift caused by a given generative step, as well as highlighting the locations which experienced the largest shift in their isovist metrics pre and post generation. This gives designers a view of locations that experienced the biggest change in their characteristics as a result of a generative step.

To calculate this we take the top two principal component data points for locations in a generated settlement, and pair them up the data from the matching locations in the base map. This gives us a set of pairs of 2D vectors, with one representing the combined isovist metric information for that location before a settlement was generated, and the second representing the same location afterwards. We can then calculate the 2D vector that takes us between these two points, with its magnitude acting as a heuristic for how much a location was changed by the settlement being generated in terms of its isovist metrics. This distance is what we refer to as ‘generative shift’. We then rank locations by those which experienced the largest shift, allowing us to identify the top X most transformed locations by a given generator. These locations can then be manually inspected in game.

There is a significant amount of qualitative information that we hope to gain from applying GSA to our data set. As discussed in Section 2.1, an issue with the majority of techniques for understanding and visualising generative spaces is that they only afford a high level abstracted view. Here instead we provide a justification for examining specific locations within a generated settlement, with a view to gaining insight into the generator as a whole. By seeing the extremes of what a generative step can do to the base artefact it gives a designer a concrete idea of how transformative a generative step can be overall. Depending on a designer’s goals this could either increase their confidence that the generator was working well, for example by not having too large an influence on an already desirable base map, or it could highlight that the generator is having too extreme an impact.

4. Experimental Details

In this section we describe the set up of the pilot experiments that we ran to explore our concept of generative shift in the context of Minecraft settlement generation.

4.1. Isovists Calculated

Our experiment runs on the 20 entries from the 2021 GDMC competition. The map we have focused on is the ‘volcano map’ used in the 2021 GDMC as well as in the following year’s competition.

We compute isovists on surfaces where a player can stand, at a height matching the camera position for the given location and a radius $d$ of 256 blocks (the default view distance in Minecraft). For each visible coordinate, we check the type of block, if it is transparent, and if it is a location where a player can stand [26].

The default map, without any structure, has 92560 possible surfaces, and a single isovist takes several seconds to be computed, depending on its size. We therefore proceeded to the following subsampling of our data: for each height value (Y coordinate in Minecraft), we compute 1 isovist out of 10 possibles, picked randomly. This subsampling significantly reduces the computation time, and previous test showed it wasn’t impacting the global results [26].

4.2. Highlighted Maps

While we have access to 20 different settlement generators, calculating the generative shift for all 20 would deliver a potentially overwhelming amount of information to dig through without further clarifying the strengths and weaknesses of the technique. As a result we opted to focus on only two generators. Generators 6 and 15 were the two highest performing generators: Generator 6 had the highest score for the Aesthetic criteria and Generator 15 was the overall highest scoring entry across all evaluation criteria. To get an idea of the character of the two generated settlements as well as the base map see Figure 1.

We felt that if we were only going to evaluate a sub-sample of generators then it made sense to select high performing generators as any insights into how they function might be more generally useful than insights gained into less high performing systems. However this decision is somewhat arbitrary, and exploring the extent to which our generative technique approach works for more diverse generators is a natural extension of this work.
4.3. Location Selection

To reduce the compute and processing time required to pair up and calculate the generative shift between isovists from the same location in the base map and generated settlements, we opted to only find pairings for 2% of map locations and then calculate the generative shift for these only. This 2% was selected stochastically during the pairing process. This sub-sampling was only required in this case due to the specific process used for gathering isovist data which was inherited from [26]. This did not produce data that was easy to pair in both the base maps and generated settlements, and therefore required large numbers of euclidean distance calculations to find matched pairs. A revised data gathering process which simultaneously gathered isovist data from the same location in both maps could avoid this limitation.

While the 2% threshold was largely arbitrary and based on the resources available for our pilot experiment, the intention for GSA is that it will still give useful insights even when only sampling a fraction of possible locations. In fact for most 3D game domains which are structured as continuous spaces rather than the large cube voxels of Minecraft, some form of sub-sampling would always be required.

4.4. Software

The code for extracting the isovist data from the Minecraft maps was written in Python, and relies on the GDMC’s framework (https://github.com/avdstaaij/gdpc) in order to collect game’s data, and Cuda for computational acceleration (https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-python).

The code for pairing up isovists, compressing their metrics to a 2D vector using PCA, calculating their generative shift and visualising it was written in Python and is available at: (https://github.com/KrellFace/gen_shift_analysis). To apply PCA to the isovist metrics we used the scikit-learn Python package (https://scikit-learn.org).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>PC-1</th>
<th>PC-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>-0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>-0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>-0.0610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>var_Radials</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_Radials</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.0913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundness</td>
<td>-0.123</td>
<td>-0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>-0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutter</td>
<td>-0.343</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reachability</td>
<td>0.0784</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occlusivity</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
<td>-0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DriftLength</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VistaLength</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RealPerimeterSize</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results and Discussion

This section discusses the strengths, weaknesses and interesting aspects of the approach we have introduced and explored, as well as highlighting valuable directions for future inquiry that we intend to pursue ourselves or that we feel would be useful for the field.

On the application of PCA to sets of metrics, we found this to be intuitive and easy to apply, and we believe it could be useful in other contexts in which synthesising multiple metrics is desirable, not just when applying our approach of Generative Shift. The metrics themselves proved relatively compressible despite all being relevant, with the Top 2 PCs explaining over 65% of the total variance in the data (PC 1 explained 52% variance and PC 2 13.3%). Being able to combine multiple phenotypic metrics let us understand the changes caused by a generator in a more holistic way and it directed us to a more diverse set of significantly altered locations (Figures 2) than we believe would have been discoverable with a smaller set. It also had the unexpected benefit of confirming to an extent that all 13 of the isovist metrics were capturing different aspects of location diversity, as we can see in the relatively even contribution between different metrics in
Figure 2: Combined illustration of the generative shift caused by generators 6 and 15. Shift in a sub-sample of isovists displayed in top left of each section, with the 5 largest shifts highlighted in red. The locations of these isovists highlighted on overlays of PC 1 values onto the map itself. Screenshots of the locations before and after generation shown in the bottom half.
5.1. Future Work

A direction for future study is exploring whether we can quantify the amount of generative shift that a designer wants to see produced by a system, and whether this could be used to guide a generative process. In future work we aim to explore whether such a concept could be operationalised in a generative system by using generative shift as a pseudo fitness function to produce optimal amounts of changes to a pre-existing artefact.

Another future direction we are excited about is one which explores the relationship between player experience and smoothness of change in isovist metric values. This builds on from the map overlay heat-maps in Figure 2 and how they allow us to easily visualise how the compressed metric values shift geographically within the map. Our hypothesis is that maps with isovist metric values that only change gradually as a player navigates the space are likely to be more relaxing or perhaps even boring than maps which present the player with more sudden changes in isovist metrics when moving. This is something we aim to explore in future, possibly with user studies using this same data set.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we introduced Generative Shift Analysis, a novel approach for analysing generated 3D spaces through the use of combined isovist metrics, and the changes produced in them by a generative process that uses a pre-existing virtual environment as its base. While this is only an early exploration of these concepts we still conclude that this is a potentially valuable avenue for PCG research to explore and one that we are excited to expand upon.
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A. Set-based definitions of isovist metrics

Given a point $x$ and its isovist $V_x$, $x$ is called the centroid of $V_x$. The lines connecting $x$ and the boundary of $V_x$ are referred to as radials $I_{x,p}$; $V_x$ is also defined by its visible area ($A_x$) and its perimeter ($P_x$). It is worthwhile to note that $P_x$ is defined by “real-surfaces” which are defined by Benedikt as “opaque, material, visible surface, humanly perceivable as such”, and therefore exclude the sky or any glass surface from the computation.

A Minecraft world can be, in large part, defined by its constituent blocks. Each 3D coordinate basically contains one block, and defining the type of block present at each coordinate defines the world map. Other objects are also made up of blocks, just arranged differently.

In order to implement our metrics, we defined a number of sets, denoted by capital letters $X$, each containing a number of unique blocks defined by their $x,y,$ and $z$ coordinates and their type.

We also use the concept of headspace, defined as the block a player avatar’s head could be for a standing avatar. Every empty block, has an empty block below it, and has a standable block below that, is possible headspace. The list of empty blocks contains air, but also some less common blocks such as doors, carpets, etc, that still allow the player to enter those blocks. Standable blocks are similarly defined via a list, and contain most solid blocks, but exclude things like lava or water. The two empty blocks are due to the 2 unit height of a player avatar. This should capture all blocks a player could be in $H_e$. The following sets are computed for all possible headspaces $x \in H_e$:

\[
H_e, d := \{ \text{all blocks } s \in H_e \text{ visible from } x \} \\
H_{e-2} := \{ \text{blocks 2 units below every } s \in H_e \} \\
P_{x,d} := \{ \text{all blocks visible from } x \} \\
PR_{x,d} := \{ \text{all real surfaces blocks visible from } x \} \\
R_{x,n} := \{ \text{walkable blocks from } x - 2 \text{ in } n \text{ steps} \}
\]

Visibility between two blocks is computed by raycasting via Bresenham algorithm, and checking if the blocks along the ray are transparent, i.e. in the transparency list. Air is the main transparency provider, but notably glass provides transparency without allowing avatars to pass. The parameter $d$ is used to limit the max length for this ray cast. We also compute the length of the many rays (radials) cast during the visibility computations to compute:

\[
\text{var Radials} := \text{Var}(I_{x,p}) \\
\text{mean Radials} := \text{Mean}(I_{x,p}) \\
\text{Drift} := I_{x,\text{Mean}(\theta)} \\
\text{Vista Length} := \text{Max}(I_{x,p})
\]

The visible head spaces $H_{e,d}$ are basically all positions an avatar could be in and then see its head from its current position. $H_{e-2}$ are all the standable blocks supporting those headspaces. $P_{x,d}$ provides a perimeter of blocks that limit our view and contains all blocks visible from the current position. $R_{x,n}$ is a list of all walkable blocks, obtained by floodfilling from the standable block supporting the current position, within $n$ steps. We use usual
Minecraft movement rules, that allow moving up by one block per lateral transverse, and dropping down to lower levels. Note how the features of avatar height, movement rules, and vision sensors could affect those basic sets. The following properties can now be computed by operating on those sets alone, without having to recompute them.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Area} & := |H_{x,d}| & (10) \\
\text{Perimeter} & := |P_{x,d}| & (11) \\
\text{Diversity} & := c(P_{x,d}) & (12) \\
\text{Real Perimeter} & := |(Pr_{x,d})| & (13) \\
\text{Roundness} & := \frac{\text{Area}}{\text{Perimeter}} & (14) \\
\text{Openness} & := \frac{\text{Area}}{\text{Real Perimeter}} & (15) \\
\text{Reachability} & := |R_{x,n}| & (16) \\
\text{Occlusivity} & := \frac{|R_{x,n} \cap H_{x-2}|}{\text{Reachability}} & (17) \\
\text{Clutter} & := \frac{|H_{x-2} \cap P_{x,d}|}{\text{Area}} & (18)
\end{align*}
\]

The function \( c(\cdot) \) counts how many different types of blocks are in a set.